Northern Ireland Cyber Security
Companies to Watch
Northern Ireland has become a global cyber security hub,
boasting an impressive eco-system of specialist university
research centres, home-grown innovators and international
cyber security leaders.

Ampliphae

ANGOKA

Ampliphae empowers you to get serious
about SaaS. Ampliphae SaaSGuard allows
an organisation to automate the discovery,
assessment and control disciplines needed
to support enterprise-scale SaaS adoption,
by combining usage analysis, machine
learning and AI techniques. Ampliphae
SaaSGuard automation allows you to
focus on using SaaS to save money and
accelerate innovation, without worrying
about risks your users are taking with your
budgets, your data and your customers.

ANGOKA is an IoT security company
focused on protecting M2M
communications for Smart Cities and
Mobility. Headquartered in Belfast, with
offices in London and The Hague, ANGOKA
offers solutions that protect devices’
identities. With an increase of inherently
insecure networks coming online with
the boom of IoT, ANGOKA’s solutions
safeguard critical machine-to-machine
communication integrity and data
provenance, creating trusted connections,
even in untrustworthy networks.

ampliphae.com

angoka.io

Ansec

ansecia.com
ANSEC is a consultancy practice providing
independent Information Assurance and
Cyber Security focussed services to private
& public sector customers throughout the
UK, Ireland and internationally. Established
in May 2007, the company specialises in
Information Security, Programme and
Project Management / Business Analysis,
ICT Strategy, Architecture, IT Audit,
Governance Risk & Compliance (GRC)
and Digital Forensics. The ANSEC team
can operate all levels within organisations,
communicating effectively in both
technical and business terms. Recent
assignments include providing cyber
security audits, ISO 27001 gap analysis,
PCI DSS reviews, risk assessment, design
and implementation of information
security management frameworks
certified to international standards.

Peace Bridge, Derry~Londonderry

Northern Ireland firms in the region deliver expertise
globally on advanced persistent threats to national security,
government, health, automotive, critical infrastructure,
capital markets, legal, e-commerce, e-learning and child
safety online.

Smarter Software Security

Cynalytica

LoughTec

Salt Communications

Uleska

OT OptICS is the world’s first machine
learning-powered monitoring and intrusion
detection system for serial-connecting
Industrial Control Systems (ICS). The
breakthrough technology harnesses the
power of Cynalytica’s SerialGuard AnalytICS
Platform to bring unparalleled visibility and
intrusion detection to legacy cyber-physical
systems. Cynalytica’s unified platform can
understand deviations in serial network
behavior and automatically searches for
anomalies – providing customers with
an intelligent intrusion detection system
and scalable tool that enables remote
monitoring and analysis. Unlike other
AI-driven OT cybersecurity platforms,
it autonomously monitors level 0/1 serial
communications that control industrial
physical processes – giving it the unique
ability to directly detect attacks.

LoughTec specialises in protecting the
world’s critical infrastructure with cyber
security solutions, in sectors such as
Finance, Government and Utilities.
It utilises an innovative threat detection
and prevention technology, ensuring
customers are protected from both known
and unknown threats, resulting in true
zero-day prevention. LoughTec solutions
include Cross Domain Solutions, File Upload
Security, Malware Analysis, Email Security,
Storage Security, Secure Device and
Network Access, Secure calls, messaging,
conference calling and video calling.

Salt Communications is a multi-awardwinning cyber security company based
in Belfast, Northern Ireland, that builds
secure enterprise mobile communications
solutions. Salt Communications’ high
security system provides the same user
experience as consumer apps but in
a safe and protected manner, enabling
the customer to have full, centralised
control of the system at all times. Salt
Communications offers the best armour
organisations have to protect trade
secrets and other sensitive, strategic
and proprietary information when
communicating on mobiles.

Uleska was founded in Belfast to address
the inadequacies within software security
and help businesses increase security
coverage, with fewer resources and
quicker than traditional security testing.
Uleska has the world’s first extensible
DevSecOps Orchestration platform,
featuring an API-first approach that fits
into existing DevOps processes. A single
pane of glass for software security. The
Uleska platform helps development teams
scale their Application Security programs
by automating and orchestrating their
preferred security tools within CI/CD.

cynalytica.com

Invest Northern Ireland is the
main economic development
agency for Northern Ireland.
It promotes inward investment
and trade from its global network
of offices.
@InvestNI_Europe
Invest Northern Ireland Europe
InvestNI.com

loughtec.com

MetaCompliance

metacompliance.com
MetaCompliance is a leading cyber security
and compliance specialist dedicated to
helping organisations keep their staff
safe online, secure their digital assets,
and protect their corporate reputation.
It has developed a world-leading SaaS
solution to engage users, provide
defence against cyber threats, and
deliver regulatory reporting. Through its
cloud-based platform, MetaCompliance
provides customers with a fully integrated
suite of security awareness training
and compliance capabilities, including
policy management, privacy, eLearning,
simulated phishing, and risk management.

saltcommunications.com

Skurio

skurio.com
Skurio is an innovative cyber security
software company which helps customers
protect themselves from digital risks.
Its Digital Risk Protection platform
combines automated, round the clock
monitoring of the surface, deep and Dark
Web with powerful analytics capabilities
for cyber threat intelligence specific to
an organisation. Additional features help
protect data across the supply chain
with synthetic identities, and protect the
business from brand impersonation with
typosquatting monitoring. Open APIs
integrate valuable alerts into SOC and
ITSM workflow systems to automate
breach response.

uleska.com

Vertical Structure

verticalstructure.com
Vertical Structure specialises in providing
security and penetration testing services for
web applications, cloud infrastructure and
mobile applications. It conducts technical
security training, and helps companies
to achieve certification to international
standards including ISO27001, Cyber
Essentials and CAIQ and Amazon Web
Services® Select Consulting Partner status.
Its experts have more than 60 years of
combined experience of technical skills
and consulting in the information industry,
traversing all sectors and disciplines.
The team works in partnership with
clients to identify, analyse and respond
on schedule and within budget.

